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We have invited a local food bank to set up in the lobby tonight, and would like
to thank everyone who was able to participate in the food drive. The proceeds
from sales of the CDs here tonight will benefit the food bank.
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2. Remembrance–A Memorial Benefit
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Includes: (on guitar): Daughters and Sons, & Where the Sun Rises First.
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– solo guitar accompanying narration by Liv Ullman - the guitar solos also
appear alone. Includes Birds In Flight (aka The Boys of Ballisodare),
Grandmother (aka Miles City) & Mon Enfant.

– Studio and live recordings (Volume 2 is planned).
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Leonard Kwan–Slack Key Master–The Complete Early Recordings
- all instrumental - double CD of all of his very influential early recordings Includes ‘Opihi Moemoe, Sase, Nahenahe, My Yellow Ginger Lei, Maori
Brown Eyes, & Kane’ohe/Mama E.
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Ohana (family) - vocals with solo Slack Key guitar accompaniment of
Dennis’s romantic original compositions, as well as instrumentals, and
interpretations of songs by Liliu’okalani & others - includes Aloha Ko’olau,
‘Ike la Ladana (Queen’s Jubille), & He ‘Ai No Kalani.
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Ocean Memories - solo guitar suite by the late Brazilian guitarist, inspired by the
Atlantic and the Pacific - includes Vira Mundo Penba, Guitar Lamento, Let Go, The
Lonely Gaucho, Ocean Waves (O Mar), & Paradise Ocean Song (Black Mommy).
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Solo Guitar - deep and beautiful solo instrumental arrangements of 8 standards.
Includes Send in the Clowns, Danny Boy, & Summertime.
For additional Hawaiian Slack Key recordings on Dancing Cat
Records see our guitar catalog at www.DancingCat.com
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